Agent PSIG

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**

  – Presentation: AI Scope, and A Metamodel of AI, regarding charter of the new AI PSIG, by Bobbin Teegarden
  – Presentation: proposed Framework for AI Ethics, by Dr. Andreas Vogel
  – Presentation: Machine Learning for Retail Banking, by Noureddine Boustani
  – Presentation: Ethics Applied to AI, by Allan Beechonir
  – Speaker: Larry Johnson talking about other AI activities at OMG: response to NIST AI RFI, OMG AI White Paper underway
  – To view the new AI PSIG web site, with the AI PSIG Charter, presentations and minutes, please see:

    https://www.omgwiki.org/agents/doku.php

    The overview of the AI PSIG is on the main OMG site: https://www.omg.org/aipsig/

    Comments and feedback welcome!
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- Plans for next Meeting
  - Explore the presented Framework for AI Ethics by Andreas Vogel, as new OMG standard
  - Continue AI leading edge presentations: architectures, technologies, etc.
  - The AI PSIG holds weekly meetings online. If you would like to join, please send an email to ai-psig-chair@omg.org
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